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INTRODUCTION 

In the past 10 years advances in the constituent theory of 

hadrons have been paced by developments in three l xpcrimcntal 

areas: inelaitic lepton-nucleon scattering (using e’, p* , end Y’S). . 

l +e- annihilation, and dilepton production in hadqon-hadron 

collisions: 

hl + h2’l + + f- + anything. (1) 

Rcactlon (1) has been further exploited to find nev massive 

resonances (J/$, T) in addition to probing the details of hadronic 

substructure in a manner vhich is complementary to the scattering 

approach. This paper is based upon proton-induced-diruon research 

carried out at Fermilab in 1977-78. We summarize the previously 

published results I-’ and present a final analysis representing a 

sixfold increase in data. Extended descriptions of the apparatus, 

systematic effects, and corrections are also given.‘ We concentrate 

here on the continuum of massive $P- pairs produced do In Eq. 1; 

our final results on the T family of resonances observed via their 

decay to the M+U- final state have been published elsewhere.’ 

The data discussed in this paper are divided into three setsr 

1. 400 CeV Incident proton energy, Summer 1977; II. 200/300 GeV, 

Fall 1977; III. 400 GeV, Winter 1978 (High Intensity). In 

addition, ve will present some previously unpublished dielectran 

data taken in 1976-1977. 
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Analysis of the data from Reaction (1) has been carried out 

ustng the Drell-Yan parton-antiparton annihilation model: which 

vas proposed to describe the first such data obtained at the Brook- 

haven AGS. ’ In this model a quark (antiquark) constituent in a beam 

nucleon and en antiquark (quark) constituent in a target nucleon 

annihilate via a virtual photon into a lepton pair. The renalninq 

quarks go off into the vanything’ of Eq. 1. This is shovn 

schcmatlcally in Pig. 1. Thus the crow section for producing a 

dilcpton of muse m is proportional to a sum of term of the form 

f(x1, 2(x2, (2) 

where flX,/X (ztx,/I, is the probability to find a quark 

(antiquark) bearing the fraction I of the hsdron’e momentum. 

Annihilation kinematics give 

t 5 .2/. -x1x2 (3) 

where s is the nucleon-nucleon center of mass energy squared. The 

structure functions f and z also appear In lepton scattering. The 

dllepton data therefore test the consistency of the model. Wore- 

over, in dilepton production the antiquark distribution (a mc~surc 

of the quark-•ntlquark sea) appears as a multiplicative factor in 

thw product rather than as an additive term (as in lepton-nucleon 

l cantering) l md 00 is more Benritivcly measured. The detailed 

expression for the cross-section is: 4 

.4a& -4& li 

d.’ 9 i 
ef .j/[blbdxt{f~lxb)i: (xt) 

+ft;(xb)$ mt, 61 t-xbXt, 3 (41 
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vhere t f target nucleon, b f beam nucleon, and e, s charge of i th 

quark.’ The sum is over the quark flavors u, d, s, c etc. except 

that it is customary to neglect the c and heavier quarks because of 

their mass. Equation (4) contains the concept of scaling, i.e. 

.4 a0 

da2 
depends only on 7. There is an important factor of 3 

decrease in the cross section due to the color degree of freedon. 

This is one of the very few places where one can -see* this hidden 

quJntum number, and its testing in this reaction could provide en 

important confirmation of the color, concept. The test clearly 

involves an appeal to the lepton scattering data for normalized 

structure functions f, z u(x), Ed; d(x), Es a SIX), 2, 3 c(x) etc. 

In the same kinematic regions and a prescription for how to go from 

spacelike Q2 to tlmclike n2. 

Dilepton production has more recently come in for great 

theoretical attention because of two observed features vhich Jre 

not Included in the Drell-Yan model: I) the dileptons have trans- 

verse momenta which Jre much larger than the typical hadronic pT of 

300 MeV/c’ and ii) the nuclton structure functions,neJSUred in 

muon-nucleon scattering,” violate scaling. These developacnts Jrc 

understood vithin the contest of Quantum Chromodynamlcs (QCD), J 

quJnttn9 field theory of quark-quark interactions. In th%s theory 

quarks Jnd Jntiqusrks coupled by neutral vector particles (gluons) 

are the fundamental constituents of the hadrons. The modification 

Of the Drell-Ian made1 by the additional diagrcms of qCD hJS 

occupied J SUbStJntiJl fraction of the literJture.~~-2* The reason 

!J two-fold: i) dileptan dJtJ provide J testing ground for 

pcrtUrbJtive CJlCUlJtionS in the new theory, and ii) the dJtJ may 
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permit Jn overdetermination of parameters which are not as yet 

fixed by the theory. We shall return to these iSSUeS after J 

lengthy excursion into experimental matters. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

A. General 

The experiment measures the vector momenta of two opposite 

sign leptons emerging from the hadronic collision:%+ and?-. Prom 

this, the relevant kinematical quantities may be deduced. 

ABSUaingl$~,lb-l>> IS,, (m,,E mash Of the mUOn) 

2 = Zlp*+gP- 1 (l-co* ( e +- 1) (5) 

where B+-, P , and E* are the angle between the two muons in the 

1JbOrJtOrg. the dimuon longitudinal momentum and the dimuon energy 

in the nucleon-nucleon center of mass (cm) system respectively. 

The CD. rapidity y is related to the Bjorken X variables defined in 

Fig. 1 in the folloving manner: 

=2 
- /I emy (8) 
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We note tha’t these relations are strictly valid only in so far as 

m >>p* I dimuon transverse momentum and fi>> an,, E nucleon mass. 

8. Design Criteria 

He wished to pleasure the lepton pair continuum out to the 

highest possible masses, and also to be sensitive to massive 

resonances. To impro*:e on previous continuum measuremfnts we 

‘-12 
needed to be sensit!.ve to cross-sections less than 10 of the 

total proton-nucleon cross-section, and therefore to take a large 

incident beam flux and to withstand high counting rates in the 

apparatus. Good mass resolution was particularly important for the 

resonance search; good resolution in other variables minimized 

corrections to the observed data. Since massive objects tend to be 

produced at rest or moving slovly in the collision rest frame, WC 

chose to view the collision at 90°, thus avoiding the huge hadronic 

flux at O” and 180°. 

We had the choice of detecting muons or electrons. Muons can 

be distinguished from the copiously produced hadrons by their 

highly penetrating character; electrons, by their electromagnetic 

showering properties. The main background in a muon experiment is 

muons from the decay of pions and kaons produceb in the target. To 

suppress this it is necessary to place material immediately doun- 

stream of the target to absorb these particles before they can 

decay. The advantage over electrons is that the particle flux is in 

principle lowered by a factor of up to 10’ by the hadron absorber, 

allowing a corresponding Increase in beam intensity. The 

disadvantage 1s that scattering of the muons in the hadron absorber 
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degrades knowledge of their production angles, thus vorsening 

resolution. Electron pairs were detected in the earliest arrenge- 

sent. ’ A preliminary muon experiment vas perEarned in 1976’ using 

an apparatus very similar to that of the electron experiment. 

Insertion of beryllium hadron absorber for the muon test run 

lowered counting rates in the apparatus by a factor of about 4, 

rather than 10’. Badronic cascades In both the beryllium and the 

forward beam dump generated large numbers of low energy muons which 

contributed random singles rates in all detector planes, preventing 

a large increase in the proton beam Intensity. 

The experience gained allowed us to optimize the design of the 

present experiment, improving both sensitivity and resolution. The 

crucial regions around the target and beam dlrmp were redesigned to 

q ini~itc the decay muon flux; this decreased the rate per incident 

proton by about a factor of ten. We had also noted from the 

previous experiment that the muon flux dii. not decrease rapidly 

with distance from the nagnets. Therefore the acceptance was 

enlarged without increasing counting rates by moving all detectors 

closer to the target and analyzing magnets. Acceptance vas also 

gained by permitting bends of either sign in each spectrometer arm. 

These improrerients permitted an overall increase in data taking 

rate of more than a factor of sixty over the previous muon 

experiment. ’ 
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C. Apparatus Overview 

The apparatus (shown in Fig. 21 was a two-arm magnetic spec- 

trometer viewing the proton-nucleus collision from opposite sides 

at-90° in the proton-nucleon center-of-momentum system (CHS:. Each 

srm covered a solid angle of 0.2 sr. in the CMS and consisted of 

hadron absorber, two magnets, scintillation counters, and multivirc 

proportional chambers (MWPC’s). The magnets deflected charged 

particles vertically and in opposite directions, so that If the 

first (air gap) magnet deflected positive muons up, say, the second 

(solid steely magnet deflected them dovn. Each arm uas symmetric 

about a horizontal piane and accepted both positive and negative 

muons equally. 

To maximize the amount of beam we could accept, ve placed no 

detectors upstream of the air gap magnet where counting rates were 

at least an order of magnitude higher than downstream. The q omc”- 

turn was computed from the measured trajectory downstream of the air 

magnet by assuming that the undeflected track pointed back to the 

target. The inaccuracy of this assumption due to multiple scatter- 

ing in the hadron absorber resulted in a r.m.s. momentum 

resolution of 2Q. 

The spectrometer apertures were wide horizontally and short 

vertically. The fields in the two air gap magnets were oriented 

slang the long dlnension of the gaps. The muon production snglea 

uere thus measured primarily in a plane perpendicular to the plane 

of magnetic deflection. This decoupling of the production angle 

mewurement from the momentum measurement had important advantages 
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over the more usual magnet design in which the field is oriented 

along the short dimension. First, the copious low momentum muons 

were swept out of the sprctroaeter, rather than being swept across 

the aperture into the other arm. Second, events originating in 

upstream vscuum windows or in the beau , dump could be rejected by 

projecting the track back to the target in the horizontal plane. 

In order to suppress backgrounds, the apparatus uss designed 

with s considerable amount of redundancy. The mOmenturn of the muon 

was redetermined to $ 151 by measurement of the deflection in the 

steel magnet. This helped to reject low energy. muons which 

simulated high momentum muons by traversing the sir magnet along 

strange trsjectories involving ,scattering from pole pieces, return 

yokes, etc. Another handle on backgrounds wss provided by the mid- 

magnet (MM) tiFC which verified the muon position in the middle of 

the sir magnet. A gas Cerenkov counter filled with nitrogen 

provided s 4 GeV muon energy threshold, ss did the energy loss in 

the 1.8 I! of steel magnet and 1 m of steel further dovnstresm. At 

full current the magnets provided a 15 GeV threshold for particlea 

traversing all the detectors, but the Cerenkov counter and addi- 

tional steel were still useful in eliminating certain classes of 

l junk’ triggers such as accidental coincidences of low energy muons 

upstream and downstream of the steel magnet. 

The detector system included both ScintillstiOn counters 

snd ~ltiuire proportional chambers (MWPC) st most positions after 

the snalyzing magnets. Counters were used to create the event 

triggerr matrix logic requirements for counter hodoscopes in both 

the bend snd non-bend planes provided crucial reductions in the 

trigger rate. 
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The’external beam at Fermilab arrives in bursts (RF buckets) 

of sbput 1 nsec duration and separated by 18.9 “sec. Resolution of 

single buckets is easily achieved vith scintillation counters but 

proportional chssbers integrate over two or three buckets. The 

scintillation counter hodoscopes uere therefore 8180 used to 

eliminate out-of-time chamber hits during the off-line re,COnstruc- 

tion. 

D. Detailed Description 

The apparatus is here described in detail proceeding froa 

upstream to downstream. 

l., Beam line 

The experiment (E288) vsa performed in the Proton Center pit 

of the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory. A smsll fraction of 

the extracted primary proton beam YSS brought to the Proton Center 

prctsrget ares by Svitchysrd and Proton Ares magnets mostly not 

under our control. The protons vere steered snd focused onto our 

tsrget by two dipole and five quadrupole magnets which YC could 

control using the MAC beam line computer system. We were able to 

focus the beam to s spot 0.03 cm by 0.08 cm high (PWRfl 8s measured 

during the CPS hsdron pair experiment*‘l. The horizontal snd 

verticsl beam profiles .7 m upstresm of our target were measured by 

0.5 sm spacing separated-wire ionization chambers (SWIG) provided 

by Permilsb Resesrch Services. A secondary emission monitor (SR4) 

us‘ used to measure the beam intensity. 
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2. Tarset box 

The target box (Fig. 3) vas a large helium-filled enclosure 

containing ten drawers, on which vere mounted the target holder, 

beam dump, and part of the hadron absorber. The dravers were 1’ 

square in cross-section and vere arrayed Eive across and tvo deep: 

they slid in and out on rails. Surrounding the target box was s 

16’-thick layer of steel to shield against radioactirity. 

3. Targets 

your different targets were used. The targets were thin 

vertical strips of metal with s horirontsl width oE about 1 mm. 

Thfs deEined the horizontal fnteraction position precisely Jnd also 

l infnired the scattering of outgoing muons. The vertical sire of 

the interaction region YSS determined by the natural beam height of 

about 2 mm. Most of the data verc taken with either sl.g7cm-long 

platinum target or J 10 cm-long Cu tsrget. These targets uere 

chosen in order to nsxlm1z.e the ratio of signal to single count 

rates, since the massive lepton pair signal had been measured to 

hsre sn approximately linear nucleon number (A) dependence while 

the singles rate presumably goes se A 2’3 (see Section III B.3b 

belou). During the dsta taking to messvre the A-dependence, ve 

alternated frequently between the platinum target and a 10 cm-long 

beryllium tsrget. The fourth target was the 7 cm-long copper 
I ’ 

tsrgct, vhich YSS used during a small Eractlon of the run. The 

tsrgets were mounted in a holder which could be translated 

horizontally (transverse to the beam directIon by means of s 

stepping motor under computer control. Target parameters are glvcn 

in Tsble I. 
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4. Beam dump 

TypIcally 30%-509 of the hoam interacted in the target: the 

rest was absorbed in a water-cooled beam dump. The dump began 210 

cm downstream of the center of the target. It consisted of 180 cm 

Of Mallory 1000 Hevimet (908 tungsten, 61 nickel, 48 copper) 

followed by 6’ of steel. A cone of Hevimet extended 90 cm upstream 

to reduce the decay path for hadrons produced at small angles, but 

it bad a 2.5 cm-square hole in its center to allow the unscattered 

beam to pass through. Hevimet was used for its short hadronic 

absorption length (11 cm), vhich minimizes decay of pions and kaons 

and also minimizes transverse spread of the hadronic shover and 

hence leakage of particles out of the dump into the aperture. 

5. Tarqttinq monitors 

The fraction of the beam Intercepted by the target was moni- 

tored by two different methods. A 2.5 cm-diameter bolt in the steel 

shielding directly above the tatgtt provided a decay space for 

hadrona emitted upwards, and the resulting won flux was oievcd 

(after penetration of the concrete prt-target area roof and some 

dirt) by a four-element scintillation counter telescope called the 

90° wnltor. This was our main targeting fraction monltot. The 90° 

moni tar was somewhat sensitive to interactions in the dump: 

typically the ratio of its -target in' to -target out' counting 

rates war about 4. A second targeting monitor was a single-wire 

proportional tube counter called the tube monitorI it viewed the 

target from the large angle side of theaperture in one arm and had 

a target in/target out ratio similar to that of the 90’ monitor. 
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6. Hadron absorber 

In the laboratory rest frame each spectrometer arm coveredf:lO 

mrad vertically and 45 mrad horizontally. The two arms “ere 

centered horizontally on rhe angles 3 (arctan 0.0725), which cor- 

respond to-iSO in the CMS at 400 GeV beam energy. Within the 

target box the spectrometer apertures were filled vith hadron 

absorber, the first 30cm of which sat on a remotely controlled 

elevator platform which could be raised or lowered to have copper, 

beryllium, or no absorber [i.e. helium] in the aperture. Almost 

all of our data were taken with the copper absorber. as we found 

that rate6 in some of the detectors increased by a6 much as a factor 

of three with beryllium; the small improvement in resolution with 

beryllium (see Section E below) was judged not to be worth the 

accompanying beam intensity limitation. The rest of the absorber 

consisted of 525 cm of beryllium in the target box and 150 cn of CW2 

downstream of the target box. 

The beryllium was oversized, its coverage being nowhere less 

than 70 mrad horizontally nor t20 mrad vertically. This provided a 

buffer tone of low 2 material around the nominal aperture so that 

6uons scattering in the Hevinet or steel of the target drairers 

could not be confused with the muons produced within the aperture. 

The beryllium was in the form of large precisely cut blocks in order 

to alnimize gaps. Similar precautions extended to the 

6urrounding steel and to the beqm dump. The design benefited from 

our previous experience in the detection of massive muon pairs and 

from a detailed Monte Carlo study. The effort in careful redesign 

of the target box was rewarded by a factor of ~10 improvement in 

random singles rates,in the downstream detectors. 
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The Ci12 was included because of the worry that slow neutrons 

might be able to penetrate the beryllium in significant numbers and 

contribute to counting rates. Subsequent running failed to support 

this view however, and after a few months of running all but 15 cm 

of the CEi2 was removed and 139 cm of beryllium installed’ in its 

place. 

7. 
4 ’ 

Shielding wall 

Three, feet downstream of the end of, the target box was a 210 

cm-thick steel shielding wall. The apertures in this us11 were 

slightly oversized. They were tapered horizontally but not 

vertically. The tube monitor was placed in the dOun6tCeae end of 

the down arm shielding wall aperture in the lover large-angle 

corner. 

8. Air qap maqnets 

Pest came the air gap analyzing magnets. They were 300 CP- 

long dipole magnets centered 11 m dOun6tCeam fro6 the center of the 

target. The field was horizontal (deflecting charged particle6 

vertically), and, due to tapering of the gaps, the field decreased 

in magnitude with increasing distance from the target. The pole 

pieces were located at 49 and 97 q rad. At maximum current (1500 

amperes) the mean value of the field was 13 kg, giving a transverse 

momentum kick of 1.2 GeV/c. The two magnets were wired in series. 

Their fields pointed in the same direction, so that if positive 

particles were deflected up in one arm, negative particles were 

deflected down in the other; this configuration favors pair6 

produced at small transverse momentum and thus has larger 

acceptance than the configuration in which the fields are directed 

oppo6itelg. 
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The field integral of each magnet, as a function of the 

horizontal (x) and vertical (y) coordinates in each arm. was mapped 

at several currents using a 450 cm-long flip coil connected to a 

current integrator, and the magnitude of the field at the upstream 

end near the 49 wad pole piece was measured continuou6ly to 0.2t 

by a Hall Effect probe. The magnet current was monitored using a 

precision shunt which was sensitive to 0.18 current variations. A 

second current shunt was read back from the power supply via the 

conCrol6 computer system. A further check on the shape and magni- 

tude of Che field was the observed mass of the J/* resonance a6 a 

function of current and positton in the magnet. We also used the 

J/e resonance to calibrate Lht field near the pole pieces where 

Clip coil measurements were difficult. 

9. Dttectors 

Tsblt II list6 the detectors, fn the order traversed by a 

ruon. The first detector in each arm was an NWPC (2 mm spacing 

horizontal vices] located in the center of the air magnet. These 

mid-magnet (MM) chambers were designed to operate efficiently at 

the hlgh counting rates (typically 50 MHz) encountered in that 

location. Their narrow gaps (l/8’) reduced the time spread of 

pulsts from a single track to about 50 nsec, and special deadtime- 

less a~lifierAd1scriminator Card6 were used. All ?IWff used a gas 

mixrqrt containing 834 Argon, 179 C02, and .ln Freon 1381. MOSt Of 

the ch6mbtCS were operated at high rates (lo-20 MHz/plane) for 

several years viehout chanpcs in plateau voltages or need for 

repairs. The ?BWC electronics was of Che standard mNEVXSm 

design?’ except for the Sippach designed fast amplifier-di6crini- 

nator mentioned above. 
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Four stations of detectors vere placed between the air magnet 

and the steel mclqnet. The first station consisted of a plane Of 

horizontal scintillation cotinters designated 111, a MWFC containing 

three planes of wires (2 mm spacing) designated as J chambers, and 

a vertical Scintillation counter hodoscope known as Vl. Ii1 Y.¶S 

used in the trigger. The three J chambers (JT, JU, and JV) measured 

In the y direction and along two exes at 60° and 120’ from the y 

SXiS. Vl consisted of 19 1.4‘ and 2’ vide scintillation counters. 

It supplemented the HwPC’s in measuring x, and its good time 

resolution (one accelerator RF bucket) permitted elimination of 

out-of-time MWPC hits. A second plane of horizontal scintillation 

counters called A0 vas added upstream of Al after a fer months of 

runnlnq. It consisted of five 5 cm-wide strips fit snugly against 

the dovnstream face of the magnet iron, restricting the trigger to 

muons emerging from the magnet aperture and eliminating the roughly 

3OV of pair triggers due to muons emerging through the coils. 

The next station consIsted of a single 2 mm spacing WF’C 

measuring y snd called 11. Between it and the third station was a 

210 cm-long nitrogen-filled Cerenkov counter. It vas the ‘head* 

section of S nitrogen Cerenkov counter, C2, used in the previous 

hadron pair experiment. ” It was used in the muon experiment 

primarily for its good time resolution (1 nsec r.m.s.1 and also for 

Its in8ensitivity to slow particles. 

The third station vas a 3 mm spacing PIWPC measuring y and 

called 21. The fourth station consisted of a vertical hodoscope of 

26 1.4. and 2. ride scinti&latlon counters, called V2, and three 

3 mm f4iPC’s (3X. 3X, and 3P) measuring y, x, and a coordinate (p) 

rotated by arctan (l/9) with respect to y- The preponderence of 
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chaznbers measuring y (and p, which is highly correlated with y) was 

intended to provide accurate measurement of the magnetic deflection 

angle even if one or two chambers should be missing due to 

inefficiency. 

10. Steel magnets 

Figure 4 shows a steel magnet in detail. Each steel magnet was 

made of nine 8’..thick steel slabs welded together into a 4’ section 

folloved by a 24 inch section, separated by - 6 inch space. The 

coil consisted of 36 turns of hollov 0.825’ by 0.625‘ water-cooled 

copper. The magnet was run at a current of lOOOA, which was 

sufficient to saturate the steel at apptorimately 20 kg. and 

provide a fairly uniform dipole field. The field integral was 

measured using the muons themselves, studying the distribution in 

deflection angle as a function of momentum measured by the air 

magnet. The transverse momentus kick pT was thus measured to be 

1.14 GeV. The two magnets were wired in series and the current 

monitored to 0.1% by a precision shunt. Their fields were equal and 

oriented in the same direction, opposite to the direction of the 

fields in the air magnets. MUCHIS were thus partially refocused by 

the steel magnets, allowing dovnstream detectors to be reduced in 

sire. 

The momentum resolution of such a magnet is limited by 

multiple scattering of the muons as they traverse the steel. The 

r.8l.s. scattering angle is given..by?’ 

L - (014 Gpeq2 [ql + $ loglo q2 (9) 
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where p is’ the muon momentum, L is the length of the magnet, and 

R = 1.77 cm is the radiation length of steel.” The magnetic 

deflection angle 0 bend also dcpcnds inversely on the momentum and 

is given in the small angle approximation by 

e bend = pT/p = 1.14 GeV/p. (10) 

I ’ 

Thus the Z.&S. momentum resolution is given by 

s ~crns c- 
P ‘bend 

(11) 

- 0.15. 

This was entirely adequate for the task of rejecting background 

events (see Section 1II.D). 

11. &lore detectors 

In the space between the two sections of each steel magnet was a 

plane of horizontal scintillation counters (AZ). It consisted of 

four counters each 8’ wide, with the upper and lover of the four 

angled so that the vertical aperture was larger at large horizontal 

angles than at small ones. Since low momentum muons were deflected 

through large angles in the air magnet, they tended to be at the 

upper and lover edges of H2, so the tapering of ii2 provided some 

rejection of lov transverse momentum muons land hence of low mass 

pairs). 

Following the steel magnet were two 3 mm MWpC’s with hori- 

zontal vlres designated 4Y and 5Y. and a vertical scintillation 

hodoscope (V3) made of 9 12 cm-wide strips. Following 41’ of steel 
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(to further ‘harden’ the trigger against lov momentum mUOnS) were a 

vertical hodoscope (~4) made of 13 lS..cm-wide strips overlapped to 

give 5 ‘cm resolution, and the final trigger plane, H3. consisting 

of four 20 cm-wide horizontal scintillation counters. 

E. RESOLUTION 

1. Calculated Resolution 

Each spectrometer arm measured angles to a precision limited 

by ehanber wire spacings and by multiple scattering in the hadron 

absorber. The contribution of wire spacing to angle measurement 

error Is straightforward. The multiple scattering contribution can 

be collputed from 

e f;, p!!sq g (12) 

where 

* 2s 
= projected mean Square scattering angle 

P - muon momentum 

L - length of absorber 

It I radiation length of absorber material. 

?or the :atc of Simplicity. this formula differs from the formula 

(9) above in that this is the appropriate form for very thin 

sbsorbcr, for which the logarithmic correction term is negligible. 

Slncc, however, it is. to be integrated over thick absorbers, the 

constant has been increased appropriately. Calculation of the 

resolution in variables of physical interest is conpllcated because 

integrations must be done over the actual event distribution in the 

other variables and also because the resolution varies from event 
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to event depending on which chambers partlcipste in the 

reconstructed track. Fig. 5 shovs the results of a detailed 

analytical calculation of the mass resolution. In thls calcula- 

t ion, the effects of multiple scattering and MWPC measurement 

errors are evaluated for their influence on both momenta and 

opening angles. 

2. Mass Resolution from Data 

The expected tllass resolution can be computed lore exactly 

using the events themselves, since then the distribution of events 

in the apparatus and chamber inefficiencies sre taken correctly 

into account. The analysis program propagates errors through the 

track reconstruction and mass calculation, yielding the expected 

mass error for each event. The points shown’ in Fig. 5 represent the 

1500A reass resolution thus computed, averaged over 1 GeV mass 

intervals. It is seen to agree vith the analytic calculation given 

above within 58. 

We have verified that these resolution calculations ace 

correct by studying the Jh. For this purpose, we took special runs 

at air magnet currents of 750, 1000, and 1250A. since the J/O has 

too low a mass to be accepted significantly by the spectrometer at a 

current of 1500A. For these runs ve used beryllium as the first 

foot of absorber. The mass distributions are show in Fig. 6. 

Table III compares the calculated mass resolution with the observed 

width of the J/V. The agreement is good’at all three currents. 
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This agreement tests the multiple scattering component but, 

because of the low momenta, does not adequately test the measuring 

error. Here we appeal to data on target site as obtained from 

reconstructed tracks. This is shown in Fig. 7 in various mass bins 

where the data are contrasted with the expected distribution 

obtained from a l4onte Carlo program. The agreement is convincing 

evidence that our resolution is well understood. 

F. TRIGGER 

Zn data sets I and II, the trigger for each am consisted of 

the coincidence of 80, 81, 62, 83, V2 and the matrix Vl s VI. This 

matrix formed rough roads selecting mons coming directly from the 

target in the horizontal plane. In data set III, matrices 80 s II9 

and 82 x 83 (forming roads in the vertical plane) were added to the 

coincidence requirement. For the high intensity runs of set III ve 

also required that less than 4 hits occur in the V2 hodoscope. This 

served to veto accidental coincidences generated by large f luc- 

tuations in beam intensity. In addition to these primary 

triggers, prescaled study triggers were simultaneously taken in 

order to monitor the efficiency of the system. Typically a study 

trigger did not require some element and a comparison of the study 

trigger and the event trigger yielded the efficiency of the 

element in question. The data taking rate of the study triggers was 

carefully chosen to allow the entire surface of all detector 

elements to be tested with good statistical accuracy. The overall 

trigger efficiency averaged 908. 
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Intensities of the incident proton beam were adjusted so that 

In general singles counting rates in the most burdened detector 

(typically less than 20 HHz) did not result in dangerous 

inefficiencies. Triggers vere refined until the rates verc loo- 

200 per machin; pulse. 
I 

The vast majority of triggersvera arm-to- 

arm accidentals and so the quality of the data was highly dependent 
I 

upon the performance of the accelerator. The quality of the micro 

and macro structure of the Fermilab accelerstor spill was 

continually evaluated by the on-line computer and fed back to the 

accelerator control room as a television display. The details of 

the data acquisition system are presented in Appendix A. 

III. DATA REDUCTION 

A. General, Efficiencies 

The first stage of the analysis was data compression. Its air 

was to reduce some 1000 data tapes to a manageable number in a 

reasonable amount of computer time. There were four levels of 

compression, called, A, C, D, and E. In the A level, a simple track 

finding algorithm vas used to compute the invariant mass of the 

muon pair. Events failing this algorithm were eliminated. All 

subsequent analysis used the more complicated .standard* track 

reconstruction algorithm. 

Subsequent levels of compression eliminated events failing the 

standard reconstruction algorithm or failing a progressively raore 

stringent series of requirements which vere intended to eliminate 

background events while retaining good efficiency for genuine 

massive muon pairs. Events vere required to pass track quality, 

fiducial volume, and muon cuts. 
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Track quality cuts included requirements on the confidence 

level of the least squares fit to the track and on the number of 

chambers participating in the fit. 

The nuon cuts used information from the detectors behind the 

rtcel magnet to conflrm the muon momentum as measured by the air 

magnet. Since hadrons and electrons had been suppressed by a 

factor of over 108 by the 18.5 hadronic absorption lengths of 

material in the target box, the major remaining background was low 

momentum muons appearing to have high momentum dueto tCaverSalOf 

the air magnet along unorthodox paths. The reconstructed track was 

extrapolated through the steel magnet using the momentum measured 

in the air magnet. At each of 4Y, 5I, A2. 83, V3, and V4, the 

distance of the extrapolated track from the nearest active 

hodoscope element or HWPC wire was computed and compared with the 

expected r:m.s. deviation due to multiple scattering in the steel 

(and Kn’E’C measuring error in the case of 4T and 5Y). If the 

distance was less than three standard de-piations the cut was 

passed. Events were required to pass five out of the six nwon cuts. 

The complete set of cuts as applied to the final sample of events is 

listed in Tables IV and V. The cuts used and the resulting 

compression factor at each level of compression are given in Table 

VI. 
1 I 

The final stage of compression was the writing of a ‘data 

mammary tepe‘ (DSTI of events from the E level compressr$ tape. The 
1 

final event sample included,.events missing up to two chambers and 

failing any one muon cut, so the efficiency of each chamber and each 

muon cut could be determined. Events satisfying the study triggers 

but failing the event trigger allowed determination of the trigger 

l ff fclency. 
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The compression efficiency “*S found to be 

(g621)t: The reconstruction efficiency was determined by combining 

the measured individual plane inefficiencies with the reconstruc- 

tion requirements and found to be (94521%. The overall efficiency 

“as (77?6)%. See Table VII for a summary of inefficiencies in the 

A-dependence data. 

8. Normalization and Corrections 

1. General 

To ,convert these spectra to differential cross-sections, Ye 

need to know the apparatus acceptance and efficiency and the total 

flux of incident protons. The acceptance is defined as the 

fraction of muon pairs emerging from the target which traverse the 

spectrometer. The efficiency is the fraction of pairs traversing 

the spectrometer which are recorded by the electronics and pass the 

various analysis cuts. The differential cross-section In a bin Am, 

by, of mass and rapidity is then given by 

d20 s bo 
R 

+ A L 1 
dmdy CJUY “oPLeff ‘” Tii+= (13) 

inc 

vhere n 
ev = 

number of events in the bin Am,6 y 

Nine = nmber of incident protons 

A.0 J,,ff = atomic weight, density, effective length of 

target 

Ro = 
Avogadro’s number 

c = l ff iciencg 

Il = acceptance in the bin bm. by. 

c = correction factors for nuclear and radiative’. 

effects. 

The effective length of the target is the length corrected for 

absorption of the incident beam: it is thus given by 
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L 
eff = 

A ( l-emL’ ‘) (LO 

where A - hadronic absorption length of target 

material 

L - length of target 

The remainder of this section discusses the factors which enter 

into Eq. 13. 

2. SM Calibration 

The number of incident protons was measured by a secondary 

emission monitor (SR4). The SD4 was calibrated by inserting copper 

f,oils into the beam line and measuring the yield of “Na per SM 

count. Using * 24 Na production cross-section of 3.5 mb per Cu 

nucleus,as the SM calibration constant Yz)S found to be 

(l.01t0.02) a 10’ protons per SM count. 

3. Nuclear Effects 

Equation (13) gives the cross-section per atomic nuCleuS of 

target material. To get the cross-section per nucleon we might 

divide by A, but this is not necessarily the cross-section that 

would be observed on hydrogen for three reasons: 1) our targets 

contain neutrons, 2) the target nucleons are not at rest within the 

target, and 3) the cross-section might not depend 

linearly on A. The mix of neutrons and protons is handled by 

definfng an average ‘nucleon” which, in the case of copper is 601 

neutron and 4OI proton. In the d&tailed evaluation of structure 

functions, use is made of SU(2) symmetry in unfolding the neutron 

and pgoton contributions. Below, we discuss the remaining nucleac 

effects. 
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a) Fermi Motion 

Nuclear motion modifies the dimuon yields because of the 

strong energy dependence of the cross-section. Some proton-nucleon 

collisions have more energy in the CM and some have less. The fozn ,, 

of the energy dependence is such that cancellation is imperfect and 

a small correction results. Corrections were made by a rontp Carlo 

calculation. A simple Fermi gas model *‘ with a maximum momentum of 

260 HeV was used and the sensitivity checked by also .using an 

l xpecimentally determined Fermi momentum distribution?’ The 

results were similar in the two cases. The major effect of the 

Fermi motlon is a mass dependent correction to the spectrum which 

oan be expressed (averaged over the rapidity (yl acceptanCe) 

6 ) $% COIZ * 

6 ) 

.VOl + -027 fi - 2.51 T 

%& 

(15) 

uncocr 

The rapidity, y, dependent correction is presented In Table VIII& 

Another effect of nucleon motion is to shift the observed y distri- 

butlon by an amount Ay-0.1 /l, where 

(uncorr) 

+AY 

(16) 

This Is accompanied by a slight loss of resolution in y (0.02 

units, rms) and in pT (0.03 GeV, rmsl. These latter effects are not 

signfficant. 
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bi A-dependence 

An A-dependence given by 0-A 2/3 would be expected (and has 

been observed)” for the bulk cf hadronic scattering Cross- 

sect ions: these are the -soft’ collisions in which little momentum 

is transferred from the beam particle to the target particle. Such 

a dependence can be understood in terms of ‘shadowing0 of nucleons 

inside the nucleus by nucleons on the surface: the incident hadron 

does not penetrate very far into the nucleus (note that a platirnaa 

nucleus is about 3 nuclear collision lengths thick) and SO doesn’t 

see the nucleons in the interior. 

What has been said above implies that all hadronic scattering 

cross-sections should have an A 2/3 dependence. However, faster A- 

dependences may occw if (a! seems to be the case) hadrons have 

Intern.1 structure. Then sanae components of hadrons (the ones 

responsible for soft collisions) might interact before reaching the 

inter!or of the nucleus, Y bile other components which interact less 

strongly might see all of the nucleons and interact with linear A- 

dependence. In the parton model, soft processes are due to the 

interaction of *wee. partons. Wee partons csrry a tiny fraction of 

the momentum of their hadrons, so wee partons from the beam and 

target move slovly with respect to each other and interact with 

large probability and A2’3 dependence. By contrast, within this 

model, particles of large transverse momentum and pairs of large 

mass are produced in collisions of ‘hard* partons. which carry 
. 

significant fractions of the momenta of their hadrons. Bard 

partons from the beam and target move very rapidly with respect to 

each other In high energy collisions and so interact rarely. Their 

-interactions should thus exhibit linear A-dependence. 
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Stronger than linear A-dependence has also been observed, both 

for the production of single haJrons at large P,,,,” and for hadron 

pair production at large rnas~.~’ The mechanisms responsible for 

this are not understood. There is then the possibility that A- 

dependence reflects some subtle and possibly interesting physics 

involving the behavior of quarks inside a nucleus. 

To investigate the A-dependence we took a set of data runs 

using both platinum and beryllium targets, switching targets every 

few runs. We parametrize the A-dependence by the functional Lorn 

and determine the exponent a according to.thc formula 

a .f”&/L”APt 

oBe %r - 

(17) 

(18) 

The relative nornalirstion of the two data samples.depends only on 

the amount of incident flux in each data sample and the targeting 

fractions for the Pt and Be targets. All other factors cancel since 

the two samples vcrc taken with the same apparatus and during the 

sue period of time. 

The bean targeting efficiencies for the two targets were 

carefully measured by observing the ratio of the 9O’monitor counts 

ditldcd by the SBH as a function of horizontal target position. The 

beryllium target was sufficiently wide to intercept all of the 

beam. The platinum targeting.Lraction was 0.927 f 0.073. 

The incident flux was measured by the SM. The flux factor Ior 

each data sample is (from Eq. 131 Binc Leff. The flux calculation 

i8 scararised ln Table VIXIb. 
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The values for a versus mass and transverse momentum are 

given in Table IX and Fig. 6. The data are consistent with a 

constant value of 0 in our mass and transverse momentum range. 

Averaging over mass and transverse momentum, we obtain 

< a> =1.007i0.016’0.028 5 <ID <llGeV (19) 

where the first error is statistical and the second IS systenatic 

(due chiefly to the uncertainty in the platinum targeting frac- 

tion]. 

4. Radiative Corrections 

Radiative corrections change ‘the shape and the normalization 

of the continuum mass spectrum. This takes place through the 

emission of photons and the consequent reduction of the mass of the 

muon pair. we follow the calculations of Soni ‘* and find that we 

can parameterire the result by the form: 

d20 

dndy corr 

d20 

Ie0.0046 (m+0.95GeV) 

dmdy uncorr 

(20) 

C. Acceptance 

The horizontal acceptance of each arm extended from 50 to 95 

mr in the lab (0 mr being the beamdirection). For light particles 

and 400 GeV beam energy this corresponds to 70° to 110 o in the 

proton-nucleon center of mass. For lower beam energies the 

acceptance moves forward in the center of mass frame. The vertical 

acceptance was a function of momentum, approaching 210 mr at high 

moment*. At 72.5 mr horizontal angle this corresponds to an 

azimuthal acceptance of 1136 mr in the center of mass. 
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The pair acceptances are calculated by integrating over 

irrevelant variables by the Monte Carlo method. In calculating the 

acceptance for the invariant cross section E d30/dp3 at fixed mass, 

the only non-trivial variables are the muon pair decay (spherical) 

angles E D and +D. In general the decay angle distribution can 

depend on four density matrix elements each of which is a function 
t 

of four invariants.” For some processes and for ippropriate 

choice of reference frame orientation the distribution reduces to 

the form 

w(eD,* D) - 1 +6 cos2e D . 

For example in the Drell-Yan model the distribution is 1 + cos2e, 

(21) 

in the frame whose f axis lies along the directions of motion of the 

(colinear) quark and antiquark (the ‘quark-antiquark frame’). This 

presumably is modified somewhat by QCD corrections. If on the 

other hand the intermediate state were an unpolarized particle the 

decay would be isotropic. 

Detailed discussions of the decay angular ddstribution can be 

found in the literature.” For the continua analysis we have 

assumed that the Drell-Yan prediction is correct. This has been 

shown to be true in the experiments of S. Chtldress et al. ” and 

G. E. Eogan et al.” in a kinematic range relevant to this 

cxperlment. In our experiment, In the quark-antiquark or any 

closely related frame the acceptance is restricted to a small range 

of co* e near 0. Therefore the acceptance ambiguity introduced by 

uncertainty in 6 cannot be resolved within this experiment but is 

just one of overall normalization. For simplicity we have chosen 
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to do our calculation in the frame determined by the incident 

proton (the ‘Gottfried-Jackson ” frame of our previous publications, 

also called the t-channel helicity frame): such a choice avoids the 

ambiguity of speciEying a partition of pT between the quark and 

antiquark as is required to define the quark-antiquark frame. For 

reasonable partition assumptions the acceptance thus calculated is 

the same to within a few percent as the acceptance calculated in the 

quark-antiquark f came. The acceptance calculated using a 

1 l CO12DD distribution is 0.78 of that calculated using an iso- 

tropic distribution, independent of y and nearly independent of 

pt. 
IS The acceptance vs. pT for data sets I and II under the 

assumption of 1 + cos2gp decay is shown in Fig. 9a. 

To obtain the acceptancc,for the cross section d20/dmdy it is 

necessary to integrate over the pT of the pair. We did so using the 

pT distr!bution determined ,from our neasured invariant cross- 

sections. These were fit with the form 

&% 
dp3 p + :,/PO,2 J” 

(22) 

A typical value for P, was 2.8 GeV. This form was also used to 

l trapolake to PT’ s for which vc had no data. The fraction of the 

integral in this region was typlcally la. Detailed fits using this 

form have already been presented in Ref. 5. We discuss this further 

In section G. 



The acceptance vs. center of mass rapidity (y) is shown in 

Fig. 9b. The y acceptance for 3 energies is shown in Fig. 3c. 

Note that the acceptance peaks near y = 0 Lor 400 GeV incident 

protons and shifts to forward y for lover energies. Since the y 

acceptance is narrow we present cross-sections differential tn 

rapidity evaluated at the mean rapidity of the acceptance, cyacc>. 

The values of ~y,,~s for the three beam energies are indicated in 

Fig. Il. The observed rapidity Interval at each energy is epacc> 

ta.3. The acceptances YS mass calculated for these intervals are 

shown in Fig. 9d. All figures show ‘observed’ y, uncorrected for 

?crmi Notion. 

D. Backgrounds 

Booing evaluated all the terms in Eq. 13, we now discuss the 

background events included in the accepted data sample. Back- 

grounds can come from directly produced muons from two different 

interactions in the target (accidentals) or from the decays of 

hadcons. The latter can be from the same or dfffercnt inter- 

actions. We ertiaate most of these backgrounds vi th our 

aimultrneous measurement of the u+y+ and U-Y- rates. If the back- 

grounds are of accidental origin, whether directly produced or from 

hadron decays, they obey the relation 

wb*ck,Nb*=k.2J~ +- -+ ++ --* 

Since in our case N++E N-- this simplilies to 

(23) 

Rback+Nback ” + N 
+- -+ c l + --* (24) 
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He observed that (N,, + N--)/(N+- + N-+ ) was proportional to 

beam intensity in our data. This implies that indeed most Of 

N ++ + N-e has an accidental rather than a physic6 origin. 

We can also use the same sign events t0 estimate “On- 

accidental backgrounds. If the two-particle correlations (R) of 

the parent hadrons are independent of particle type and Satisfy R+- 

I JG then formula (23) given for accidentals also holds for 

correlated pairs. The above premise has been shown to be true at 

the 501 level for ordinary hadcons.” Thus oincc N++ t N-- is 

mostly accidental, we conclude that .the same sign pairs give a good 

,estimate of our backgrounds due to accidentals and decays of 

ordinary hadrons. 

The equal correlation premise is not, however, necessarily 

true for charmed particles. While reasonable models of charm 

production do not predict a significant background, not enough is 

known about charm production (particularly at high pT) to rule it 

out. 

A final possible source of background at high mass is mis- 

measured real muon pairs of lover mass. These were effectively 

eliminated by remeasurement of the muon momentum using the steel 

magnet. 

Figure 10a shows our mass spectrum for unlike and like sign 

pairs from data set I at 400 GeV. He see that background is less 

than 101 for H 
u* Ii- 

1 5 GeV and dropsrapidly at higher masses. We 

handle this small tackground by subtracting the’ spectrum of sane 

Sfgn pairs from that of opposite sign pairs. Since, however, the pT 

acceptance of Same sign pairs is broader than that of opposite sign 
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pairs, some’cace must be taken in order not to bias the pT distribu- 

tion at the 1cwx.t masses. We therefore use a technique to correct 

for the difference in same-sign vs. opposite-Sign pT acceptance“. 

Before calculating the pT, rapidity,and mass of a Same sign pair we 

reflect one of the muons through the horizontal mid-plane of the 

spparatus. In general this changes the mass and pT of the pair, but 

’ 
if it is an accidental the reflected pair has the same production 

cross section as thti original pair, and if it is from correlated 

hadron pair decay the cross sections are approximately the same. 

IV. RESULTS 

A. Data Presentation 

Figure 11 shows the differential cross Sections d20/dadylcy, 

for data sets I and II.” The overall Systematic nOrmaliSatiOn 

uncertainty of all the data can be assumed to be less than t 25%. 

Figure lob Shows the highest mass u’t pair data (data set III, 400 

GeV high intensity). 

Invariant cross sections vs. pT at 400 GeV are presented in 

Table XII and show in Fig. 12. In Fig. 13 we give the moments <pT> 

and ‘pT2 Iw VS. rp**s. In all cases the moments were calculated 

directly from the data. The variation of the cross-section vs. y 

for various mass bins at 3 different incident proton energies is 

shown in Figure 14 and presented in Table XI. We use the scaling 

form s d2a/dfrdy for convenience. 
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B.Scaling 

The Drell-Yen model Eq. 4 embodies scaling and we have already 

published a scaling comparison’ in some detail. The exponent ial 

l coling fit” to the data is: 

&,.o.2 I .(42t.2rll.)exp[- (25.1t.lt.6)f~l~bGeV2 (25) 

The scaling data and the fit are shown in Fig. 15. Al60 shown is a 

Drell-ran model fit vhich is discussed in detail in Section C. In 

Fig. 16, ve compare the exponential fit and the Drell-Tan model fit 

to our data vith preliminary pp data from the CERN ISR. *’ We 

note that the CEBN data Is all at lover values of /r * z and that 

the higher a data agrees wlth~the l strapolotion of our data vithin 

the statistical errors. 

It reiains to discuss the question whether or not the ogree- 

rent rith scaling is too good, in view of the scaling violotiona 

observed in deeply inelastic y N scattering”@ ” and in neutrino 

charged eurtent interoctions.*L-” 

In Fig. l?a we present the scaling plot as computed usi’ng the 

QCD coleulation of Ovens and Reya. *I It is seen that in the region 

/T - .lS’to -45 the predicted DC0 scale breaking effects are small. 

Tha datr ha6 insufficient statistics to see such a small roristion. 
I f 

The most dramatlc evidence for QCD effects is seen in the pT be- 

hovior discussed in Section E. 
. 
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C. Extraction of Nqcleon Sea: 

Equation 4 can be differentiated with respect to rapidity to 

give the form: 

+ z FIXb ,m2)f;(xt,n2) I 
(26) 

Bere we follow the usual procedure of neglecting the heavier (c, b, 

. ..I quarks. The f’s are the quark structure functions which can be 

expressed as 

ru(x,“2) E u+m21 +uslx*m2) , (27) 

taking explicit notice of the fact that the u quark in the proton 

for example has a large component vhich is due to the presence of u 

valence quarks and a small piece which comes from the sea of 6 

quark pairs. The f’s are defined such that 

is the fraction of the proton’s momentum carried by the quark of 

flavor I. We assume the N(2) symmetry: 

up(x,m2) - d”tx,m’) 

un(r,m2) - dp(. ,,‘I 

where p rproton and n rneutron. 



In principle, sufficient dilepton data over a large enough 

domain of y, m2 could be used to unfold the structuce functions. 

Because our data is concentrated near y ~‘0, we cannot perform this 

unfolding without additional knowledge or assumptions. To proceed 

further, we substitute data from inelastic lepton scattering for 

the quark distributions fi(s,mLl. Inelastic electron Or muon 

scattering measures: 

\w2P(.,Q2) - IIei2[f~(s,Q21 + f~(xsQ21] . (28) 

QCD calculations of the underlying sub-processes contributing to 

lepton scattering and dimuon production”i” suggest the ldenti- 

f Ication of 

Fur thermore, the QCD diagrams of these processes, to order 

oe210gQ2, amount to the use of Q2- dependent structure functions. 

De thus use a Q2-dependent fit to the dats‘ on electron-nucleon and 

muon-proton scattering to providev WI’. We use a fit” suggested 

by low Q2 SLAC data for uW2”. 

(2%) 

We parameterire the antlquark distributions: 
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a = A(I-~)~ 

ii = Ml-x)N* g 

a = (ii+a)/4. 

(29b)s 

The inequality of 3 and a. originally suggested by an argument of 

Feynman and Field,” has recently been discussed within! QCDL* The 

6 suppression is suggested by neutrino scattering:‘.” but it has 

a small effect on the predIcted dimuon rate and the results of our 

fits. Ue assume that these antiquark distributions are independent 

of Q2 over the observed x-range. A QCD analysiss’ suggests that 

this should be true to the level of -10%. for x > 0.2 and 

10 < Q2d 300 ( See fig. 17b). 

Ye use &I2 measurements hs input and use the muon pair data to 

fit the : ,.:ameters A, N and g . The results are given In Table Xa 

both for the assumption i&a and for the case where the value of 6 Is 

determined by the fit. The data clearly favor :#a. 

For the results in Table Xa ue assumed no Q2 dependence In 

equation 29a. The QCD calculation of Ouens and Reya’l can be used 

to obtain an estimate for the expected Q* dependence of the ratio. 

Using the data of Bodek et al” In the range .2 5 x 2 .6 and 

correcting the data to m2 appropriate for our 900 GeV data we obtain 

“U2” 

H2p 

: O-607- 0.535x 
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The result of the fit using equation 29c Is shown in Table Xb. The 

data still favor ii # a. 

Ye can svold paraneteritlng the antiquark distributions and 

extract them directly if we assume a relatIonshIp between the 

flavors of antlquark, e.g. the floating fit of Table Xar 

iifx)/a(x) = (I-x)~.~* 

4x1 = a~) = (ti(x) +a(x))o 

To do this we take data pairs at symmetric y values, the W$ 

measurements, and equation 29a for v Hz” at the corresponding 

xbzbeam and at-target. Ye then have a system of 6 measurements and 

8 unknowns : 

uix,) sd20 /dfrdy (+Y, fT, a*! 

dx,) sd’o /dfrdy t-y, fT, 61~) 

d(xb) vi2P(Xb,la2) 

dtx,) UY2P(xt*m2) 

ah,) vH2n(xb.m2) 
ah,) vH2”(.t,.2) 

Uost of the fO0 GeV data and one third of the 300 GeV data provide 
1 

us wltb suitable data palm. 



Fig. 18~3 show the results for ii+a. the sea combination most 

independent of our assumptions about relative antfquark strengths. 

It is also possible to form the quantity $x)*8(x)s 3x1 

+a(x,+2SCx,. In Fig. 18b we compare our values of q(x)+i(x) to 

those measured in inelastic neutrino scattering at CERN” and at 

Ferillab. ” 

The comparison involves the explicit factor of 3 for color In 

dilepton production and also the QCD prediction that Q2-m2. Our 

values qf qfx)*Z(x) appear to lie about 50s higher than the 

neutrino data in the vicinity of frE0.2. Note hoverer that for the 

same fx the average Q2 for the neutrino data Is lower than that for 

the dilepton data; a correction computed using the results of Owens 

and Reya ‘YFIg. 1Tb) would slightly lower the neutrino points at 

/T -0.2, increasing the discrepancy. 

Ye therefore observe a dilepton production rate larger than 

uould be predicted by the Drell-Yan model using the F,(x,Q*) from 

muon scattering and G(x) from neutrino data. Recent results from 

experiments at the CERN SPS indicate that dimuon production for s- 

nucleon collisions is larger than the Drell-Tan calculation by 

approximately a factor of 2. ‘* This discrepancy was not observed 

Ia an earlier measurement made at Ferallab.” 
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Several recent calculations of QCD contributions of next order 

(beyond leading logarithm) for both deep inelastic scattering and 

dilepton production have the effect of increasing the theoretical 

dllepton yields by about a factor of two?‘, ‘s This factor is 

independent of x for x X0.5. However, lacking calculations or 

estimates of’ contributions from yet higher orders, the consistency 

of experiment and theory must be taken as somewhat fOrtuitous. 

Taking a broader view, agreement of the dllepton data with the 

neutrino scattering data within a factor of 2 represents a substan- 

tial success for the quark-parton model. 

D. Slope at Zero Rapidity 

The difference in the ii and a content of a proton, which was 

considered in the previous section, also manlfesta itself in the 

alope of the data in Fig. llia near y:O. We assume that the higher 

order corrections mentioned in Section C are not y dependent. The 

doubly differential cross section: 

d20 
a 

dfs dy 

must be symmetric relative to y=O for pp collisions. However the 

QPN favours a positive slope in y for pn collisions and therefore 

also p-Cu collisions since the “nucleon” in Cu Is 40% proton and 601 

neutron. This slope near y=O is the result of several features of 

the model; first, the larger number of 2/3-charged u quarks in the 

proton, second, the increase of u/d aa IL+ 1 observed in electron 

scattering, and third, the possible SU(3) violating dominance of a 

over D quarks in the proton 
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ii(i)-arx, < 0 (30) 

vhlch is mirrored as a dominance of the u sea in the neutron. It is 

interesting that this same quantity appears in the QPM interpreta- 

tion of the Adler sum ruleS*rS’ 

-0.33 - 

The negative value of A derived from experiment motivated 

Peynman and Field” to propose the relation 

a -‘uwx) 3 

Figure 14b plots versuafr, the slope 

$! ln(s -&) *co 

[ I 

(31) 

(321 

obtained by fitting the data in Fig. 1Qa near y=O. The slopes are 

larger than the Drell-Yan model fit which assuives asymmetries only 

in the valence u and d distributions (solid curve). Thus the data 

favours a surplus of a quarks over ii quarks in the proton. This has 

been examined recently in QCD theory by Ross and Sachrajda.‘t They 

evaluated QCD diagrams which contribute to the structure functions 

derived in lepton scattering. This enables them to calculate a 
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contribution to ~q. 30 and to show that it is indeed negative but 

perhaps a factor of 5 smaller than implied by the Adler sum rule. 

The connection between the Adler difference and Eq. 30 iS also 

dincussed by Contogouris and Papadopoulos?’ We note that whereas 

tha dllepton data establishes the symmetry breaking for x z 0.2, 

the Adler integral is dominated by the small x region. 

E. Transverse Momentum of Lepton Pairs 

The simple application of the quark model for dilcpton produc- 

tlon predicts very small transverse momentum for the dfleptons. 

The observation of average dllepton transverse wmentw of the 

order of 1 OeV and larger provided qualltativc support for QCD 

descriptions of dflrpton production. The large c pT, comes about 

bec~usc of the probability ,(order ns) of one of the colliding 

quarks to radiate a hard gluon and recoil to large pT. Figure 19 

@hors the cxperfnental results plotted vs .‘r for this experiment, 

another FNAL experiment! and ISR experiments.” The increase of 

aVerage pV with /a is a direct prediction of QCLL”~“1” 

We find for /v-0.21, using our 300 and 400 CeV data and the 

1SR” data 

e&‘,> = l-026 h+ -37 )GtV (331 

ln approximate agreement with the predictions of QCD. Rote that 

the *lo& is Calculable from perturbation theory vhereas the Inter- 

cept (Intrinsic pT of the quarks) is related to the confining 
. 

force. Lq. 33 fs the most dramatfc conffraatlon of DCD (gluon 

.effccts) as applied to dilepton production. 
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F. Explicit OCD Contributions 

It is of futther interest to see if a Drell-Yan calculation 

including explicit contributions from CC0 diagrams involving gluon 

emission and absorption can be accomodated by the data. 1gnorf ng 

higher order corrections, Altarelli et al!‘snd Rajantie and Raitid* 

have presented such calculations. Thay remove the divergence of 

the gluon propagator at small momenta by assigning a constant 

exponential ‘intrinsic’ momentum to the bound-state quarks vithin a 

hadron. The fit then involves a tine-consuming folding over the 

intrinsic Fermi nomentum, kT, of the quark at each data point. In 

addition to the parameters A, A, and6 introduced above to describe 

the antiquark distributions , ue introduce girl-Bfl-xlm, the gluon 

2 
dlrtribution within a nucleon, f(kT)=emakT,, the intrinsic *Fermi 

aotionm of the quarks bound in the nucleon, and a’,, the strong 

eoupllng constant at the gluon-quark vertex. We then lit all the 

data in bins of l , y, and pT at the thrte energies 200, 300, and 400 

CeV 8imultaneously. Again ue assume no explicit Q2 dependence of 

the parameters in the limited range of our fit. The results are 

givQn in TablQ XIII. Note that the fit is quite good and that the 

parameters have reasonable values. No detailed study has been made 

of the error ratrfx because we believe that systematic errors ray 

well dominate. 

G. Muon-Electron DniotrsalitI 

As a final topic we present data on muon-electron 

unleersali ty. Figure 20 shows the data obtained in 1975 - 1977 on 

the dielectron continuum. Superimposed in the insert is the muon 

data. It appears that ue universality holds (to 5Ot or better] in 

the production of massive lepton pairs near <a2; - 40 GeV2. 
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8. Conclusions: 

In summary. ue find a linear nucleon number dependence for the 

dimuon production cross section using- Be and Pt targets. The 

dimuon continuum cross sections scale over the energy and mass 

range studied by this experiment. In addition, fits to our data 

using the Drell-Yan model’ are fn good agreement with the ISR 

data” when extrapolated to their range of /r. 

The sea quark distribution as measured by this experiment is 

about a factor of 1.5 abotie the sea distribution determined Lrom 

neutrino experiments. The fits to our data indfcate that the ij 

distribution in the proton is suppressed relative tn the a distri- 

bution. 

We can obtiin a good fit simultaneously to the .y, p,,, and 

mass dependence of the dimuon cross section using the model 

of Altarelli et al.” and Kajantie et al.” The gluon distribu- 

tion determined by the fit is g(x)=2.55(1-r)4’1 and the value 

o,=O. 27. 

sc*1ing violations as expected from QCD calculations are 

observed in the dependence of qp,,.> with /s at fixed /T. 
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TABLE I 

Target Properties 

Length Width Density Abs. Effective 
Watarial Icm) IM) A WCrn3) Lengths Length 

km) 

Pt 1.87f.04 .6601.013 195.09 20.65 1.40 .2 1.702.04 

BC 10.38?.10 1.65t.013 9.01 1.835t.014 .28 9.04t.09 

CU 7.62 -889 63.54 8.96 .52 5.96 

cu 10.16 .889 63.54 8.96 .69 7.35 

m: Length of Pt target is 9iven as measured after run. Widths 
and densities of Pt and Be were measured using leftover 
pieces from the same sheet metdl stock. 
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TABLE II 

Detectors 

Name Type s position (inches) 
UD Arm Dow" Arm 

Kw nuPC 

W hodoscope 

81 hodoscope 

JV KnPc 

JY KWFC 

JU KWFC 

'Vl bodoscope 

1Y KWFC 

C Cerenkov 

2Y KiiPc 

VZ bodoscope 

3x KWF‘C 

3P KWPC 

3Y KbiPc 

H2 bodoscope 

4Y KWPC 

v3 hodoscope 

5Y KWpt 

VI bodoscope 

83 hodoscope 

440.0 440.0 

500.0 500.0 

529.0 529.0 

537.6 537.9 

538.6 538.9 

539.6 539.9 

558.8 555.6 

588.1 588.1 

688.0 688.0 

724.0 724.0 

745.1 745.2 

750.6 750.7 

756.1 756.2 

817.0 817.0 

875.0 875.0 

893.0 893.0 

990.6 990.6 

1056.5 1053.0 

1173.0 1173.0 
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TABLE III 

J/I, Resolution 

Current Predicted Observed 

(A) (GeV, FWHK) 

750 0.275 oq77 I 

1000 0.227 0.251 

.1250 0.195 0.204 
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TABLE IV 

Sample Selection Requirements 

1. 1 track found in each arm 

2. z 6 chambers participating in each track 

3. Track confidence level cut: 

If 6 chamber track C. L. 2 0.021 

If 7 chamber track C. L. 2 0.011 

If 8 chanber track C. L. 2 0.001 

4. Fiducial cuts 

5. ttuon cuta: 2 5 out of (IY, SY, ri2, H3, v3, vo 

uithln 30 of extrapolated track 

6. Target cut: projected horizontal position at target 

2 0.3' * 20 / p 
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TABLE V 

Fiducial Cutsa 

Position x limits [inches) y limit5 (inches] 

naq . l ntr. -8.80 

Wag. exit -11.90 

81 -12.50 

JY -12.25 

Vl -13.15 

Yl -14.00 

12 -16.00 

v2 -18.63 

3r -19.00 

82 -19.00 

I4 -22.50 

v3 -24.13 

IS -27.00 

94 -27.00 

II3 -29.00 

8.80 

11.80 

12.50 

12.25 

14.05 

14.00 

16.00 

19.13 

18.00 

19.00 

22.50 

24.13 

27.00 

27.00 

29.00 

-5.00 5.00 

-5.00 5.00 

-5.90 5.90 

-6.30 6.30 

-7.50 7.50 

-7.56 7.56 

-11.34 11.34 

-16.50 16.50 

-14.17 14.17 

-17.00 17.00 

-16.54 16.54 

-16.50 16.50 

-17.00 17.00 

-16.50 16.50 

-17.00 17.00 

t 
?or dets sets I and II 
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TABLE VI 

Levels of Compression 

Level Requirements’ Comments 
compr . 
Factor 

Crude reconstr . BOO BP1 to 7 
prescale m x 3.6 GcV 1600 BP1 

Standard reconstr. 5 
9 chamb. 16,ymss ~5.4. 

W4.8, cL>10-5 Scalers to 3 
if 6 chamb. 25 words 

e Y maI <s-29, 4Y 01 Scalers to 3 

5Y within 3 a 7 words 

a 
Y l ~s is the maximum vertical excursion of the track In the 

air magnet. 



TABLE VII 

Efficiency Sumnary 
(A-dependence Data) 

Trigger 

Compression 

Reconstruction 

Huon cuts 

Target cut 

Track C-L. 

One track 

Pt target 

.984*-05l 

Be terqet 

,933r.oia 

.956*.014 -963r.013 

.937t.021 .951r.o19 

.990:.002 .987i.O02 

.988*.005 .972*.008 

1.000i.002 1.000t.003 

I .990:.004 -993i.003 

Conbined 

Average 

.767:.0S7 .614*.045 

.796:.035 

I 
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TABLE VfIIa 

Pcrml Motion Correction 

(d%y) corr I 

uncorr 

VT 

-547 - .620 5949 1774 -12no -2011 

-500 - -547 6831 1652 - 659 -1546 

-450 - .500 7506 1711 - 225 -1760 

. 386 - -450 9199 1060 - 69 - 944 

-332 - -386 6701 712 5 - 519 

.300 - -332 8973 519 26 - 353 

.250 - -300 9219 375 36 - 231 

-211 - -250 9407 266 34 - 147 

.lOS - -211 9517 199 36 - 110 

-168 - -185 9592 164 29 - 01 

b0 

(x10-4) 

81 

b10-4) 

112 

1x10-31 

B3 

(x10-3) 



TABLE VI I I b 

A-dependence Flux Calculation 

SW counts 

90° man counts 

90° live-time gated 

Live-time, 

Incident protons 

?lIix factor 

Pt/Be flux ratio 

Pt target Be target 

12667101 23516602 

1908764 1698469 

1721082 1634927 

.9515 .9626 

1.217 x 10" 2.296 x 101’ 

4.274 x 1016 3.793 s 1016 

1.126t.035 
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TABLE IXa 

A-dependence vs. Yass 

Nass (G&f) No. events Pt No. events Be 

Charge 0 2 0 2 

5.0- 5.4 146 8 142 4 .986 i .041 

5.4- 5.0 120 2 115 0 .994 % -043 

5.8- 6.2 95 0 95 2 -993 f -048 

6.2- 6.6 07 0 68 0 1.066 i -053 

6.6- 7.0 67 0 63 0 1.006 2 .057 

7-b 7.4 44 0 44 0 -986 t -069 

7.4- 7.8 35 0 34 0 -995 1 .O78 

7.B- 8.2 ‘23 0 24 0 .972 t -095 

8.2- 6.6 20 0 9 0 1.246 f -1~31 

8.6- 9.0 11 0 7 0 1.133 t -157 

9-o- 9.4 24 0 18 0 1.079 f -101 

9.4- 9.6 20 0 19 0 1,003 f -104 

9.8-10.2 9 0 8 0 1.024 * .159 

10.2-10.6 2 0 9 0 -497 1 -254 

10.6-11.0 3 0 4 0 -892 1 -248 

Note: Errors are statistical only. There is an additional 
.028 systematic error at all russes. 



TABLE JXb 

A-dependence VS. pt 

Pt (cew NO. events Pt No. events Be a 

7- 
Charge 0 2 0 2 

o-o- 0.2 35 0 49 1 , 1.089 2 .073 

0.2- 0.4 120 2 107 1 .951 i -044 

0.4- 0.6 127 2 124 1 ..981 r .042 

0.6- 0.8 105 1 102 0 .980 t .046 

0-e 1.0 90 0 93 1 .993 t .049 

l.O- 1.2 69 1 84 4 1.039 i .055 

1.2- 1.4 44 0 50 0 1.027 f -067 

l.I- 1.6 28 0 37 1 1.068 t -083 

1.~6- 1.8 A7 0 26 2 1.098 f -107 

1.8- 2.0 10 0 12 0 1.045 * -139 

2.0- 2.2 8 0 9 0 1.024 : -158 

2.2- 2.4 4 0 6 0 1.118 i -210 

?.I- 2.6 5 0 2 0 .688 * .272 

Ilote: Errors are statistical only. There is an additional 
.028 systematic error at all transverse nomenta. 
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TABLE Xa 

PARAMETERS FOR NUCLEON SEA FIT a 

A. 

a - 
3 - 
5 l 

?iX - 

A l 

I I 

A(l-I? 

A(l-x) n+B 

(ci + aI/4 

;=a 

.476 2.011 

0.62:. 08 

300/154 

6. ~110~ 6 to float 

A - . sts+. 0025.17 

6 l 3.46%. 25~1.2 

II - 7.62+.08+.38 

211/156 

%e flrst error Is statisticd l d the second when given 1s 

systematic. 
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TRBLE Xb 

Parameters for Nucleon Sea fit 

Using Q2 correction for Vyi 

a r Ml-x)N 

ii + A(l-XI 
n+ 6 

Et (5 + a) 14 

A. fix a I a 

A= .504 i-011 

Nr 8.6gt .'08 

12 
lw 

t 249/154 

B. Allow 6 to float 

A* .536 2.016 

6 t 2.51 f .39 

N * 7.17 f .ll 

* t 206/155 b 



TABLE XI 

CroSS SeCtiOn verses rapidity (y) for bins of /T=m/jS. Nucleon 

motion and radiative corrections have been applied to the cross 

sections as described in the text. 

-19, 

-we. 

.I?! 

---. 

.273 

me-0 

.315 

-.189 
-.099 

.021 

.I41 

.231 
--w-w- 

..187 

..097 

..067 
-023 
.143 
.233 
.263 

353 .:--me 

,.1a4 
,.094 
,.064 
.026 
.146 
.176 
-236 
.266 
,356 
.386 
.SO6 

ZlPP, 

.180 

.a90 

.060 
-030 
.150 
.lBO 
.240 
-270 
.360 
.390 
.510 
.600 

id, 

dJTdy 
kIn2-GeV2-mleon-1, 

400 GeV 300 GeV 200 Get' 

2.59 c .28 x 1O-31 
2.88 t .ll 
2.86 f .08 
3.20 i .08 
3.37 * .17 

-----_-------------_-------------------------------- 

1.11 t .lO It lo-)1 
1.10 i .04 

i.61 r .29 I: 1O-31 
1.16 f .03 1.29 t -08 
1.33 * .04 1.33 t .os 
1:40 i -07 

1.48 t -06 
1.38 * 09 ----------------------------'------------------------- 

3.61 t -16 I lO-32 
3.63 t .07 

3.98 t .05 
4.25 t .06 

5.05 * .')I x 10-32 
4.45 * -13 

4.64 t .17 4.58 t .26 
4.60 t .32 

5.02 t .21 
y; : .if 

.----------------------------------------~-----~---- 

1.27 r -09 x 10-32 
1.27 s -04 

1.33 f .03 
1.46 t .04 

1.51 * .08 
1.89 * -30 x 10'32 

1.63 s -11 1.91 * -04 
1.94 * .23 

1.60 t .09 
1.60 r .JO 

-92 t .16 
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TADLE XI ICont'd) 

- 

K 

- 

.35' 

m-v 

-41s 

---t 

.41: 

---. 

.52: 

- 
- 

1 

_..- 

- 

i 

l . - 

3 

r- - 

2 

= 

Y 

..057 
.033 
.153 
.183 
.273 
.363 
.393 
.513 

.2902- 

..170 

..oao 
-040 
-160 
.190 
.250 
.290 
.400 
.520 

Au?- 

..163 

..a73 

..043 
.047 
-167 
-257 
-287 

.,x2- 

-.157 
..067 
.053 
.I73 
.263 

- 

&!- (cm2-GeV2-nucleon-1) 
d/;ay 

400 GeV 300 CeV 200 Gev 

4.72 t 1.44 x lO-33 
5.14 * ..59 
6.01 t -46 

7.12 t 1.19 x ,10-33 
6.01 * -49 6.20 t, .49 
5.48 i .81 

5.83 i -36 
4.14 5 -35 

_____________--_------------------------ LPP-r-AS--- 

.70 * .lO I 10-32 
1.00 t -06 
1.01 * -05 
1.13 t .06 

1.29 i .3!i x 1O-33 
.96 t .I2 

1.16 s .14 
.7B 5 .09 
-53 t -08 

1.85 i .23 2.11 * .59 
1.82 * .49 

2.47 t .67 

_____-_______-___-_--I,PP-t-1L6L------------------------- 

3.08 r 2.19 x lO-35 
2.87 i 1.00 
3.42 t .90 
4.51 * 1.19 
3.93 + 2.28 
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Table XIII 

Explicit QCD Fit Parameter8 

a 
ii 
i 
9 
f’ 

A I 

N 1 

6 * 

B I 

I I 

% 
I 

. I 

X'/DP I 

A(l-x)N 

A(1-x)N+6 

(3 l ii)/4 

B(l-xl" 

c 
-ak; 

0.56 & 0.01 

6.1 2 0.1 

2.6 2 0.3 

2.55 (flxed by lg(xldr - 0.5) 

4.1 + 0.2 

0.27 + 0.01 

1.14 + 0.02 Cd2 

SOS/876 



rig. 1: 

Pig. 2: 

Fig. 3: 

Fig. 4: 

rig. 5: 

?lg. 6: 

pig. 72 

tip. 8; 

-TO- 

FIGURF CAPTIONS 

Basic Drell-Yan process: a Patton-antiparton pair anni- 

hilate via a virtual photon into a pair of leptons. 

Schemaric plan view of the two magnetic speCtr@meCers 

used to measure the yield of muon pairs. The various 

detector stations are described in the text. 

Target shielding box containing ten removable carriages 

on which were housed the target, beam dump and aperture 

defining beryllium channels. 

Detail of solid steel magnets used to rc-analyze the muon 

momentum and harden the trigger. 

pass resolution of the dual spectrometers at full l sci- 

tation. The various calculated contributions to the 

resolution are explained in the text along vith the event 

by event resolution calculated tram the data. 

pass resolution plots in the region of the J/q resonance 

taken at lower magnet excitation. 

Reconstructed target distribution in a coordinate per- 

pendicular to the beam for a) all masses bl masses from 

i-B GeV c) masses 9.2-10 GeV and 10.5-14 GeV. 

A-dependence power, a , derived Erom the platiwm and 

beryllium target data runs. a) A-dependence ot the 

dlmuon yield on mass (integrated over all pT). b) A- 

dependence vcrsusS p,y (integrated over all masses). 
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Fig. 9: Dimuon acceptance of the apparatus calculated on the 

assumption of a l+cos26 decay angular distribution with 

respect to the beam axis and a phenomenological y and pT 

production distribution which approximates the data. aJ 

acceptance for data ,set I versus pT of the dlmuon pair, 

at 400 GeV b) acceptance Ear data set I versus center-of- 

mass rapidity y of the dimuon pair, at 400 GeV cJ 

acceptance for data set I and II versus cm rapidity y of 

the dinuon pair for 3 eneroies d) acceptance versus mass 

for the different incident energies. 

Fig. 10: a) Dimuon yield for data set I, 400 GeV protons incident. 

The like-sign pairs are a measure of the contributions 

from accfdentals and pion decay.. b) Dimuon yield fbr 

data set III, 400 Gcv protons incident. The cross 

rectlons in a) and b) do not have nucleon motion or 

radiative corrections. Symbols . =: ;,* =u+ll+ + Ii- y-* 

Fig. 11: Yield of dimuon pairs versus mass for incident proton 

energies of 200, 300 and 400 GeV. Like-sign pairs were 

subtracted to correct for accidentals and hadron decays. 

The cross-section per standard nucleon (60% neutron, 4OI 

proton) is deEineZ in the text. The cross sections do 

not have nucleon-motion or radiative corrections. 

rig. 123 Invariant yield of dimuons as a function of the trans- 

verse momentum, pT, of the muon pair for 400 GeV incident 

protons. 

rig. 13: The average value of <pi, and cpT2, for the observed 

diruon pairs. 
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Fig. 14: a) Yield of dimuons versus.the center-of-mass rapidity, 

y. of the pair of muons 0 Z 400 GeV, A s 300 GeV and 

0: 200 GeV. b) Slope of the rapidity distribution 

avaluated at y=O. The solid line is the Drell-Yan model 

fit to the data with u = a and the dotted line is the fit 

with i&k 

pig. 15: Scaling form of the cross section for 200, 300, and 400 

GeV data with the exponential scaling fit detined in 

text. The dotted line is the exponential fit described 

In the text. The solid line is the Drell-Yan model fit to 

the data for ‘u and a. 

?lg. 16: CERN ISR" dilepton data. The dotted line is the 

exponential fit defined in the text and the aolid line is 

a Drell-Pan model fit to this experiments dimuon data, 

taking into account the fact the CERN data are proton on 

proton and our data is proton on nucleon. 

lig. 17: a) Cross section va /T at 3 different beam energies 

computed following a QCD calculation by Owens and Reyas* 

b) Sea distribution using the QCD calculation by Ovens 

and Reya . 

Pig. 18: a) ; + 2 distribution for this experiment for various Q2 

bfms. b) Sea distribution for this experiment Car 

various Q2 bins. Also shown are data points from CDRS*I 

and RPWFOR’ I. The dottedline is the fit with ir=a and the 

solid line is the fit with ;=a(l-x) 
3.48 

. 

Fig. 19: Average 9 verses /I for this experiment compared with 

?errilab’s and ISR” data. 
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Fig. 201 Dielectron yield for 400 GeV incident protons from a 

previous CFS experiment. Shown In the inset with wider 

binning is :he dielectron spectrum compared with the 

dotted line vhich is a fit to the dimuon data from this 

experiment. 
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APPENDIX I 

THE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTM 

Figure Al is a block diagram of the data acquisition system. 

The 5yrt519 is “erg flexible and allowed the trigger requirement5 t0 

be studied and modified a5 the data taking progressed. 

A. t55t Triqqer Loqic 

Figure A2 is 5 diagram of the fast logic. The first stage 

triggering decision ~55 made by a LeCroy model 380 I4ultipliCitp 

Logic Unit for each arm, set to require four out of five of Rl, C, 

62, 83, and VI. This crudely defines 5 treck traversing the entire 

length of the arm. This signal ~55 c5lled T: 

We used 5 w#ltiplicity trigger rather then l coincidence of 511 

five counters 50 th8t events could be recorded in which one of the 

counters failed to fire, 5llowing us to monitor the l fflciencles of 

the trigger counters. Typical T f5tes were 100 kllz; individual 

trigger counter r5tes renged from 0.5 to 5 ?IIiz. 

The loose muon p5ir trigger ~55 formed from the T signals of 

both l rms by 5 LeCroy 364 Hajorlty Logic Unit (which $5 c5pable of 

150 PIA5 operetionl set to Cm-fold coincidence: 

where 0 refers to one arm end D refers to the other. 
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Alao formed YJS the out-of-time coincidence 

TDDAI = TD * TD delayed 

used to aonitor accidental coincidence rates; TD delayed uJs 

delayed by 57 nsec (three Jccelerator RP buckets) relative LO TD by 

the insertion of extra cable. The TDD rate uas about 1 kllr, the 

TUDAI rate roughly half that. The TDD rate wJs dominated by 

accidental two-arm coincidences. It counted mote than TUDAI 

becJuse the RF buckets did not all contJin the same number of 

protons; rJther, occasional buckets contrining several tines more 

than the average made the probability of generating J lUD higher 

thJn the probsbility of generating a TUDAI. TUD and TODAI together 

l nJbled us to monitor the Rp structure of the beu, Jnd TDDAI 

together with TD Jnd TD ensbled monitoring of beam StrUCtUre on J 

slower time scale. 

The IV Jnd TD signJls prescJled by 128 Jnd the TDD signal 

generated J Trigger Pan In (TFI) gJte for the MWPC coincidence 

registers (CR’s) and triggered the DC logic. 

B.LIC Losic 

The DC logic (Pig. A3) YJS J sophisticated Jnd flexible 

general-purpose triggering System designed by 8. Cunitz Jnd W. 

SippJch Jt COlUmbiJ DniverSity’S Nevis LJbOrJtOriJS. Input SignJlS 

were strobed by the TFI signal Jnd latched, so that further 

processing could be don& with DC levels without worrying about 

timing. Two 16-blt -logic bus’ crates contJining logic modules hJd 
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these ti signals bussed along their backplanes Jnd JVJilJblJ to 

every module. Each module forned the ‘and. of any of the 16 bus 

signals or their complements (selectable by the insertion of pins) 

JS well us an optional input signal from some other module. The 

outputs included J ‘trigger’ signal and complementary logic signals 

which could be connected to other logic module inputs, JS well, JO an 

*inhibit’ input for prescaling and scaler outputs with and without 

deadt iae. The DC logic could be runvith as little JS 100 nsec 

deadtime per TPI, but since our TPI rate YJS so low YC Set it to 400 

nsec to simplify timing and to cover deadtimes in the readout 

system. 

The TV1 signal from the fast logic c&e to the Trigger Gen- 

erator Input (TGI) module which strobed the logic bus and hodoscope 

CR’s Jnd StJCtJd the DC logic decision Cycle. A vmatrix unit. for 

each arm vas used to discritainate against trJCkS originating up- 

stream of the target in vacuum vindovs etc. or downstream in the 

shielding. It looked for pairs of hodoscope elements of the form 

(Vli# VCjl which lay near the diagonal of the Vl-VI matrix (if no 

such pair of elements fired the track did not point back to the 

target) and Set J logic bus bit (Called N) if one was found. 

We used the DC logic to implement one main muon pair trigger 

and four study triggers, tvo pair and tvo single-arm. The prr- 

SCJlJd study triggers required only subsets of the ~main muon pair 

trigger requirements in order to check the efficiency of the 

various trigger elements. 
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